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Coach Dick Katte's secret is simple and straightforward; work very hard and demand the same from your
team, adapt to the changes in players and parents over time and never waver from the core principles that
make you one of the most honored and respected coaches in the nation s high school basketball history. Katte
survived two brushes with death: a brain aneurysm that burst during neurosurgery performed by a close
friend from his college days and a bout with cancer nine years later that required the removal of four feet in
his small intestine. Katte turned aside numerous chances to coach on a larger stage, instead choosing his role
as mathematics teacher, coach and mentor to young people as well as to remain very active in his church.
This book is a unique blend of faith, biography and basketball as Katte explains in detail the philosophies
and special strategies that have resulted in his 79% career winning percentage, among the highest in high
school basketball history.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Rodrigue:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave,
like looking for your favorite book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you
can add your knowledge by the book entitled Over Time. Try to stumble through book Over Time as your
buddy. It means that it can being your friend when you feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you much more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience as well as
knowledge with this book.

Veronica McFadden:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material if you want something
to explain what your own problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have
spare time to try and do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have time? What did you
do? Everyone has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question since just their can do that
will. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right. Because start from on jardín de
infancia until university need this kind of Over Time to read.

John Burns:

Here thing why this particular Over Time are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all looking at a
book is good but it depends in the content from it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. Over
Time giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any publication out there but there is no
e-book that similar with Over Time. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing that will happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. You can
bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your approach home by train. In case you are having
difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of Over Time in e-book can be your substitute.

Carol Stripling:

This Over Time is brand new way for you who has fascination to look for some information mainly because
it relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or you
who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Over Time can be the light food in your case because
the information inside this book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books produce itself in the form
which can be reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in
book form make them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a
publication especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So
, don't miss the idea! Just read this e-book type for your better life along with knowledge.
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